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. SINK OR SWIM EDUCATIONAL APPROACH

Picture yourself in an elementary classroom. The teacher and the
. -

other students in the class are busy, bdzzing away in a strange
language.,You have not heard that language much because your
parents and friends speak a different one. Your parents and'

Landrents spoke the language before you were born. Your
d Padrifts to your living room, where last night-your parents and

brothersrand sisters huddled around Grandfather,- He was telling
.womiterful.stories about,people who :faced..adverse. coaditions. and ,

) overcame them. The warmth of your living room capaatgs yinu.
Every shadow in the room takes on hidden meaningsl. Your

.. brothers and sisters, too, are gngrossecttn the story. T ey are
urging Grandfather to telFanother story when "[Ai clue uaritto!
iComo eves soriadori" (Oh Johnny! What a daydreamer y u are!)
The teacher, who seems to be a nice person, always sc ds you
for daydreaming, but it's hard to pay attention in class. The
teachers and students never call you by your name. They all call
you "Juanito" when, your name is reahy "Johnny." And the
classrOom always feels cold. You can't understand what any-
body's saying. You don't feel like_you belong there. At home,
it's so warm, anti you belong there. You are important to your
parentis, your bratAers and sisters. They all call you by your right
name. Why can't class be like home?

I asked, you to picture yourself in an elementary classrodm
where you dori4( isnderstand the ,language or the culture of the

..teacher and students to give you the experience of thousands of
youngsters who are currently attending U.S. public-schools. These
youngsters speak a native language that is not English. They may

.
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peak' Spanish, Choc-tawi Chinese, Vietnamese, Greek, or another
language. The indigenous Native-American ,languages, the
colonial ,languages, and the immigrant languages are ttrose the
younagsters bring to schools in the United States. These young-
sters arm members of America's linguistic minority groups:
Asian-Americans, Native-Americans, and Spanish-speaking Ameri-
cans. Some are members of European immigrant groups.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights reported that in 1974
more than five.million linguistic minority youngsters were en-
rolled in public schools. These youngsters have developed at-
titudes, values, and concepts in a language other than English.
They are normal children with all the. curiosities, ronders, and
fears that youngsters possess, but these attributes have devel-
oped in a non-English language and .culture. So many of them
are incommunicado in their classrooms. Usually, their teachers
speak only English, and teacher aides or parentswho .could be
translatorsare not always used by the schools. `Druring these
early schOol years when children should be developing pride in
their own unique culture and history,, some are treated as in-
truders in schools boilhon laud settled their ancestors more
tflan 200 years ago.

Thee youngsters are left to sick or ;swim in classrooms con-
ducted only in English. All too dffe'n they sink. Data ori Mexican-
American Aungsters show that 45ztiercent drop out of school
before th twelfth' grade; half of those who graduate fro* high
school read several revels below their Anglo peers, and a high

. percentage of Mexican-Americin students are _placed in low
ability academic tracks or special eckicatiOn classes. When the
educational plight of Mexican- American students is compounded
by the plight of other linguistic minority students whose record
is just as dismal, it is apparent the sink or swim method has
caused a considerable number of drownings. For example, the

`school attrition rahfor Native-Americans is 55 percent.
We know now that the chances for school failure are related

to the degree of cultural and linguistic differences the student
exhibits io school. Studies report that a, student's academic
achievement directly relates to his self-concept. A student who
feels accepted by peers,,by teachers, and by other important
personson the scho01,.and who feels he belongs in 'school more

succeed in a regular academic program. Other studies
report that the ethnit minority student, especially the student

A
.
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whose native language is not English, experiences a loss of self-
esteem while moving through the. regular, English -only academic
program.This consequent loss of self-esteem negatively influences'
academic achievement. low academic achievfment coupled with

'personal frustration creates several options for the student,
none of-them very desirable: drop out or remain in school as an
underachiever relegated to low ability or compensatory educa-
tion- programs. .

In the past this pattern was attribUted to cultural or economic
aspects of the student's background which presumably caused
academic " deficiencies,""deficiencies.s' The assumptions generated a self -full ling
prophecy. The reasons for failure were considered beyond the
control of the school and the teacher, so little was done to pre-
scribe,arr academic solution. Now,attention must be focused qn
the Victimizer, on the schooling that linguistically and culturally
isolates the student in the classroom, because a disproportionate
peicenthge of linguistic minority students .exhibit low self-
expectations and self, - esteem as a consequence of monocultural,
English-only schooling. This monolingual schooling is bound to
fail. lacking fundarnental relevancy to the student's experiences,
it does not-accommodate his ethnic differences, meet his needs,
or benefit him. It is deficient.

We need to bun programs beneficial to the linguistic minor-,
ity student. Just as monocultural, English-only programs benefit
the majority student, we need to build programs which allow
the linguistic minority to derive equal benefit, from schooling.
This does- not require more compensatory programs. It calls
for programs to provide equal educational 6enefit, to value lin-

guistic divrity, and to promote ethnic pluralism in the clasS-
rood&

Bilingualibicultural education was the rneanthe late George I.
Sanchez recommended in the early 1930s for equal educational
benefits. Bi rat education posits 'these principles:

A.' The linguistic- minority student has a right to a positive
self - concept. .

B. The school has the respoosibilit to teach the linguistic
minority student'his group's language aniPtithnic heritage.

' C. All students hiVe the right, to." know about the ethnic
heritage of others.

7 .6, 0-
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D.'Ihe school .ha's the responsibility to teach all students
about the ethnic heritage of others.

These rights and responsibilities are the basis for bilingual-4
bicultural instruction, which has six bask elements:

1. Tnestudent is taught academic suliijects in his dominant
language until English is plastered sufficiently to, enable,
learning inf9glfsh.

2. The student's dominant language is taught as the first
- language and thb studen,t is introduced to reading and' writ:

ing in this language'as soon as he is ready. 401.

I ,,pglish is taught as a second-language.

4. The student is taught history and cultural heritage which .
reflect the value systems of speakers of both languages.

4,
5. The strident whose native language is English is taught. the

native language of the other children.
6. Provisions are made for increasing instructional use of

-both languages for both groups.

Bilingoal-bicultural instruction has .six elements that focus on tb
special needs of linguistic minority students. The list is decepti e
because each element generates implication's of some magnitu e.

I
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11UNGUAL INSTRUCTION

The gri:gose of bilingual instruction is to increase the student's
academiesaciiievement by using the native language as the pri
mary medium, while developing appropriate academic attitu
concepts, skill!, and knowledge.

Bilingual instruction uses two languages for instructio in part

or all of classroom activities.. One language is Englis , and the
other is the student's dominant- or native language, which is

spoken in the studeits home environment. English-is taught as a

a seccinddanguage, bthuse many times the stude is introduced
to Enesh.when etitering school. In other' invan es, the student
may begin s I with minimum English language skills.

Academic inst ction in most school subjec-tt in the student's
native language, if it is the stronger language. /

The two distinct ways of teaching English o linguistic minor-
'ity students are the native language and glish as a second"
language methods. The native language me od, also called the
dominant method, uses the student's na we language in all

lubipst areas. After learning native langu e listening and oral
skills, the student is taught to read. Then after mastering native
language reading and lriting skills, the s dent is introduced to
English. The native language method, which requires'a fluent.bi-
lingual teacher who can teach languag arts and other subject
areas in two languages, teaches literacy in two languages..
' Proponents of this method believe t at basic,language skills
listening, speaking, reading, and wrifin --should be-acquired in

- the riative.language before the studen is formally introduced to
- the English language arts. Having ma tered theseskills, the stu-

*dent should have no difficulty transfe ring to English. At no time

41
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is reading of English taught until 'the student masters native Ian-
speaking skit , at least. Proponents assume

guag.e4 the be medir for initial ,school in-
is akes gpod senseone learns

e underst gds the most )o conclusive

guage 'listening an
that the native la
struction. While
best'in the 'Ianguag
evidence exists to support

Criticisms of the natiye la guage method vary. One is that
achieving native language literacy is a waste of time because the
student may have little use for the native language in an English-
.speaking country. Other criticisms are that there aren't enough
trained bilingual teacherss that the method actually requires two
teachers, and that it delays learning Ertglish until the student is
older, when EnglisVis harder to learri.

.
These criticisms are not serious. More bilingual teachers can

betrainect The National Education ,Aaociatton and American
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education have recognized
and endorsed bilingual teacher education programs, and federal
money is available tcriSsist the programs. Also, the method does
not require two teachers. The sophistication of the education
profession, team teaching, programmed instructiQn,Individualized
instruction, paaprofessionals, and .educational technology
Wave reached the point that 2 monolingual' teacher can manage
bilingual classes. English is;not delayed for lelng. By the end of
the second year, the student` is introduced to, tie formal,,stu0

) of English. In the meantime, the student catches and, absorbs
English almost eyerywhere in hool ,except 'in a few clastei.
English vocabulary,.idioths, intorTation, and syntactic patterns are
within the environment

The second method, English' as a second language (ESL), is

also called the direct method. It Beaches immediate English
.4riguate skills lo enable the student to communicate and receive
instructionin English. The ESL pull-out system takes the studerft
out of the classroom daily for instruction in the English languagk
arts, The %tudent returns' to the classjoorp for instruction in
Olher subjebs. In this systeM, the student plays catch-up all of tly
time, both trying to learn a new language and new subject
material:

The L intensive system immerses the student in the Eng-
.lish langalge arts for intense periods of time. Sentence - pattern
drills, vocabulary, and idiom exercises are structured to intro-
du.ce the seco rk. language gradually. After, the student learns '

10
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te speak the second guage, reading is introcli4ced. When the stu-
dent can read in Englilh; he is eetursed to the .monollngual,
English classroom for instruction in all subjects. In this system,
the student is segregated for intense 'periods of time so that inter-
'action with peers is-limited to other linguistic minority .students.
Becatise the periods of time vary and the intent of isolating the
students is to meet special language needs, isolation for ESL is
allowed trimler:desegregation regulations. 'However, in the pier,,
school distriek have isolated linguistic minority students,wilput
knowledge or regard for their language needs. These stu nts
were dellbetately segregated in annexes and other remote areas
of the school. This practice violatest desegregation regulations..

-,--The major criticism of ESL is that it ignores the student's
senitritic references. The student gives _meaning to words,
phrases, and sentences in the native Janguage. He may transfer
their &leaning to the second language and thereby misinterpret
the meaning.,For example, in English the double negative, "I'

,don't know nothing," 'is semantically incorrect. The sentence
xriegate&itself_thesame-double-negatWiti Spanish, "Yo no sabe
nada;". reinforces itself. It is semantically correct because khe
double negative in Spanish is Used to emphasize a point. If the'
Spanish studtnt has not fully, learned the semantics of the
Spattish double negative and realiied .that other languages have
different structures, he may incorrectly transfer meaning from
one language to the other.

'Bbtl) methods have distincVadvantages. The native language'
'method safeguards against semantic disorientation because the
sebdent, understands instruction from the beginning. The ESL
method prevents haying to develop new vocabulary for tome lan-
guages. So which -method is better?. Patricia Engle analyzed
twenty-four studies to determine which method, 'native or ESL,
worked better for the bilingual student She concluded that the
twenty -four studies provided no subitantial 'evidence favoring one
or the qt her.

1



L;loes bilIngualism retard the student's hoot progress in reading
and language achievement? Or does tilingualism enhance the
reading and language achievement of the bilingual student? ,

In studies of bilinguals who were instructed in their second
language, which was weaker, adverse effects were shown in
school progress and results. Studies conducted, in '1966 in
Ireland by Macnamara with bilinguals instructed In Gaelic in-
stead of. English -showed' a deterioration in school- achievement.
In the majority of Macnamara's studies on mathematics achieve-

' ,ment, it was reported that monolinguals surpassed bilinguals
in problem arithmetic (verbal reasoning) but not 'in' mechanical
'arithmetic (computation). Macnamara attributed, the differences
between the findings to the differences in tasks. hi tasks of
mechanicalarithmetic the subjects, were required to carry out an
Operation with arithmetical symbols, but in tasks of problematic *
arithmetic the subjects were required to read and interpret'
prose statements.

In a 1968 study on the effects of bilingualism on reading,
Kellaghan -and Macnamara found that articulation and oral com-
munication-in the weaker language were slower for she bilingual ,.
and that erakeding of ideas and organizing of syntactic patterns

ibly occurred with less rapidity tn 'the weaker language. The
keneral fincling"-that for the bilingual, reading in a , weaker
langtiage takes longer than reading in the stronger was reported

---by studies in 1159 and ,1966, with similar results from older ;
studies. 'Welsh bilinguals instructed in their weaker language '-
demonstrated progressive retardatibn all areas .pf school

THE EFFECTS 'OF BIUNGUAUSM
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achievemenf(Saer, 1923). Similar retardation was reported oCcul;
Ilog for two years of primary teaching in'. the vernacular in

-74.4anila (1953).

Completely relynig on the findings cited would) lend support
to the assumption that bilifiguOism 'deters ,language develOp-
meniN Yet, fristudies where the' bilingual's secpnd 4ahguage..,,W:
not the weaker language. and where the bilingual could develdp.,
both languages fully; language development was not, impaired.
Having two languages seemed to have a positive effect pri Wodol
achievement. Apparently, being bilingual facilitated.the '

eawarness of varying ways to say the same thing.'. . - ' -
Peal and Lakbert explored the effects of bilingualesrii'AM:,.-1._

.stellestual functiontings.. They reporteein 1962 that, when socio-% ;'..
em7ironmental itariables were controlled,, bilinguals performed
better than monolinguals on verbal and nonverbal- intelligence
tests. The investigator's -reporteclf that the' `bilingual studedes
had several advantages,: 1). a language asset, 2) greater cognitive
flexibility:And 3) a greater ,ability in concept formatidn than
the nionolingual. The investigators concluded that the bilinguals
'appeared to have a more }versified setot mental abilities than
the mpnolifigials.

Lambert, Just, and Semlowitz conducted a langitu'dinal study
in WO of middle-class Englifh-speakini 'children . who were .
taughiFrench, which was also used as the niediuM df instruction.
After two yearsof instruction in their weaker language, the bi-,
lingual children generally improved. Even though the children
were instructed in French, their weaker language, they deMon-
strated optimal skills in both the productive and reproductiye
asheqs of Frgnch,wand a generalbyexcetrent control of their home
language, English. -

In Sweden, bilingual children were organized into tw oups.
The experimental-group -of bilingual, elementary childTeri re-
.c.eived 'ten Creeks of reading instruction in,pitean, the local dia-.let), and then were advanced to dasse(condLiFted in literary
Swedish. The control group of bilinguals, who were also Piteap-
Swedish speakers, received all reading instruction in literary
Swedish. At the end of the first ten weeks the Pitean=taught
group had ;progressed further in readiv than the Swedish-
taught .group. At. the end of the school Aar, the experimental
group performed significantly better than the control group-on

.*
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void recognitiorT,'Speed, fluency, arfd accuracy of teading in lit-
etsty Swedish. Beginning reading instrOction' in the vernacular
and then switching to the school dialect had positive effec
in this study tOsterbefg,1961). .

SimiAr` results Were reported in studies conducted in Mexicoo.
The to t slats in these studies .(4rt-Fra-Vasquez, 1953),inclicated
that the bilinguals, who were jnitially taught in' the vernacular,
read with gieater comprehension than those initially -taught in _

ate school's- Spanish.,These studies also reported ,that bilinguals
Tj:pitiatly instructed in the vernacular -achieved literacy in 60111
(anguages wijhin two years'- .

American studies report That Spanish-English bilingualism
Apes not negatively affeet the Mexican-American's Syntactic
langtiage or septence structuredevelopMent. Pena ccisidufted
"study. in '1967 to see whether Mexican-American first-graders
ctuld control basic' sentence, patterrts of Spanish and English.

- Pena reported that the bilingual first-graders could utilize basic
. Spanish and English patterns, and that the bilingual% had little pr

no clifficultyigenetating transformations in 'S'panish and Engliih)
Garcia conducted a study ip 1973 to iderisify and compare the oral,
English syntactic or sentencepatterns .utilized by adolescenrbi-

lingual 'drover-class and middle-class Me ark2AmericanS. TI* re-.
sults of th(e study indt9Ited that the bilin als psed,all 'basic pay
terns of standard English,and that they expressed a style consis- -*-

tent with their, socioeconomic status, in the. syntactic sense, the `

Mexican-Kmericans were considered native English speakers be-
puselhey 'used syntactic patterns much like Monolingual English
speakers. '

CoPfutiOn aboytthe positive or-negative effects of bilingualism
on 11-nglitage-deSelopinent can be clarified bxufocusing attention,
on two problems of studies on bilingualism: 1) defining bilingual -,
ism; and 2y limiting linguistic studies of bilingualism.

First, linguists disagree on he ,conceptual components of
bilingt.lalisn. In a 1962 survey of more than two decides, of re-

, seaTch, on bilingualism, Jensen found at least twelve distirktly
different definitions of bilingualism. Sbrne linguists defined the

`' bilingual as one who, has the ability to speak two languages or
one who is"fluent in two languages. Some definea bilingual as a
peison whO has,beep.exposed to two lahguayes, .

Second, linguists have limited studies on bilingtralism to purely

14,
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variables, ignoring. sodaenvironmental variables that
play an imp&tant role in the language development of bilinguals.
Fkshmau .noted in /968 that bilingual studies have been cc:Instated. `,
by linguists as purely linguistics and that ;hey °have failed to
integrate sap', cultural, and environmental 'variables in study-
ing-bitinguklanguage behavior. Darcy conducted a survey in 1963
of the ,research related to cognitive development and bilingualism.
4tie found that in the past the majority of American studies 'about
the effects of. bilingualism on the measidement of intelligtince had
-been conducted on SpaniliEnglish bilinguals without considefing
socip-environmental variar es. She also .disCOokred that when
socio-envirortmen variables werettontrolled- or accounted for
that the bilingu ornied as. well.as monolinguals on Verbal
and nonverbal in merits.

What seems clear
more

that bilingualism is complex and muft.be
approached from more than a purely inguistic bias. Factors
!elated to the. bilingual's sociit-environmental experiences, which
should be-Considered are:1) when the bilingual, is introduced to

-.the second-language; 2) *hen the bilingual is taught the second
language; 3) wh-o introduces and teaches.the second language;
.4) the encouragement the -bilingUal receives to use both Ian=
guagevbefore and during schooling.

Thes,e factors . indicate the bilingual's socio-environmental
'experiences 'should no longer be ignored. That a strong reta-
tionship exists, for example, between,a speaker's social class and
language development indicates that socio-environmental factors
must be examined., Intuitively, bilingualism should enhance Ian -

guage developmerup; for it gives the Weaker two cognitive
systems with Ilvhich to rna'ntpylate a language and two cultural.
perspeetiyes with which to control the environment.



' 'BICULTURAL 4NSTRLCTION .- .
.

The purpose of biculturahnstrOltan is to enhance the stuilent's"
. ., ,_

self-concept by accornodating linguistic and ethnic differences.
Linguistic minority lad ents do,exhibitdiffererIces :traditionally .,

viewed as deficienties, disadvages, or handicap's; 'though lin-
,,,,gdistic and ethnic differences can be used ac strengths and

assets the student brings to class. ,

Sociologists have analyzed the classroom behavior of linguistic
minority and majority group students in the areas of learning

'and life - styles,. historjcal perspectives, and language preferences.

Majority group behaviors dominate the 'classroom, and teachers
tend to reward majority group beh vior and punish linguistic
minority behavior. Thus, the linguist minority student is pun-
ished for being himself. This chart con rasts important differences

between linguistic rninority'and majority students:

Differences ajorit Group
ents ..

Linguistic Minority
Students

t,

Motivational
,

Styles

Co petite
.

Cooperative
.- . .

Life-Styles Indivi.,.. istic Group

Historical
PerspeCtive

.

fasterncentric
(settling from east '
to west)

-Groups
1

. Language
Preference

. .

English'
. ,

w

Serrunale, ..
Chi.ft.e, etc.

'6 15 ti
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Classroom experiences should be compatible with the stu- .
dent's life and motivational styles. This requir'es understanding
the student's',culture and life-style and understanding how life-
style affk.cts' motivation. Comparative studies ori the ,life-styles
of Mexicap.-American `,and Anglo families Indic to important
differences in child rearing. Both family pattern stress similar...!
school-related behavorsPut for different reason ;.-ro-r, exafhple, .i' .:.
both types of families encourage children to achieve, but the
Mexican - American chi n are encouraged to achieve ,441ithe*,
entire family otia grou d to share. The A gip yOungsifrare
encouraged to achieve e benefit of the i 'vidual youngster. ,,. I remember as Mexican-American student wto rarely wdtked
for individual gain. She always shared what she knew, even to -the extent ofgiving away answers on tests. I accused her 'ofd
cheatirig; The claimed she was "sharing" her knowledge. Once I
arranged the class into groups, and' students were ,,to help each
other. Then each group would be tested for master,y,pf thelesson.
My Mexican- American student researched and chafed .her topic
with the group, and her group mastered the dat-a. ) shtzuldn't
have been surprised.* The clas§ was ,compatible with her iamily.life-style, which motivated her to ream: - %

Certain academic and school-related practices do notJielp the '- ti
linguistic minority student jo,develdil a positive self-concpt. Ex-

,4`-. ill- ,pressii/e classroom compefitiOn, a, value eschewed in the main: ..1
stream culture, conflicts with the cooperative orientation of sorneP
linguistic minority students. When these students resist certaite
forraoof competition in the classroom, though capable of competi , ''''.
ing, they are rnarkcl sown 'in grades or rewards. This pr tip
punishes giiidents Or being themselves, and it does little that has4,
a positive effect on their self-concepts. Other studies report that,
the learning styles of linguistic minority students who -have been

. 'reared in extended families tend to differ considerably frcirn the
learning styles of students from nuclear fa,miliesf,.. Whlie these -
findings are tentative, there is strong reason, to -believe that
the differenCes in styles do exist. This may account for a student's
poor reading and academic achievement, espcially if teachers
are unaware of the ,differences <or if the Ignort the learning
styles of these-students. .i.

>'

The linguistic minority student, identifted. with an ,ethn or
national group,that speaks a non-Englitative la'hguage,"s uld_, r

4e
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,
nbt be stereotyped. For example, there are about 500,000 Native!

Americans; more than 50 percent of the tribes have a low socio-

economic 4taius, yet most tribes have retained their native: ran-.

gUages And cultures :while acquiring English and some traits of

the mainstream culture. The group is small, and a dispiopor-
donate number have low socioeconomic status. The group is con-

-...sidered bilingual and bicultural. . .
.

.

Do not assume that linguistic minority students are all 'Win-

, gual and Ciiciiltural. Think of a thermometer on Which the studenf

can be described in degrees of bIlingualisnt and biculturalism:

bicultural bilingdal .'

Choctaw culture
Anglo culture ... --

Choctaw 1pnguage
English

,

-Choctaw ...
Some Anglo culture

r Choctaw language,
. .- -

Some -English

'Choctaw only

monocukural }

Choctaw only

monolingual

CULTURE STUDEtIT/ LANGUAGE" I

At the base of the thermometer the student nag speak.only

one language and may identify with only one culpfe. Half way

'up the thermometer, the student may be to some degree bi-

lingual and to a greater or lesser degree, bicultural. At the top,

the student should be Jolly bilingual and bicultural. In a class of

Choctaw students, sgme of the students may speak only Choctaw

and identify only with the Choctaw culture. The students are

monolingual and' monOcultur51. Sortie may speak both English

sand Choctaw, bUt Olt ctaw may be, their stronger language.

Others may identify both the Choctaw and mainstream cul-

tures, but they may not speak Choctaw. Thus, a student can have

any degree of bilingualism and bicultUra4m.
Bicultural instruction entails lessons in the student's, native cul-

ture as well as in other cuitures within the. United States. The

student's-"native gulture" includes the history and culture of the

country or geographic region associated with the native !an-
t'
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. tguage. To comply. with this requirement, teachers have tended to
. add a minority unit to their monoculture programs. H444,the

student memorize a group's contributions or.string of heroes isof doubtful value-when a program-is essentially a (nonocultural
.1

process. Adding a few token units on historical events or cultural
_coraributions' is insufficient. 'Substantive changes in all subject
areas -are necessary to create- a tacultural process- requiring, at
feast, answers to two questions: ifill the program's content per-
meated with bicultural themes? 2) What type of images are4

eevoked by the program's content? .
History lessoni should be permeated with bicultural themes. "

American history is traditionally taught with an "easterncentric"
Perspective of a progression from East to West. Groups iencoun-
tered by the advancing easterners are depicted is obstacles of,
progress and civilization. For example, Native-American students
few that their ancestors were "savages" who led massacres. ,Rirely are Native-Ameri6iis"Portrayed as a people defenditig ,homes, families, aid territories against the onslaught of easterninvaders. A West to East' progression, is the AsCan-American
movement, is rarefy portrayed in history books, unless it is
Supplepental to the development of Anglo society in the West.

An insider-outsider. technique;which can be used to add bi-
culture(' themes to this "easterncentric" historical approach,
askS students to examine events frOm the perspectives of the in-
siders ind outsiders. A. study of the Battle of the Alamo would
examine.the feelings- arid. views of the Americans, df the Mexi-
cans, and of the Mexicans who fought alongside the American t..

I have used the language experience approach to permeati( .'lessons with Mexican-American expenences. This could'be used ..with a change of context, tb teach about any lingilistic mi-
nority group while ieaChiilg the language arts. What follows is an ;.
adaptation of the. language experience approacir within a, Mexi-
tapApAticaatoillitext. ,..

'St ents are; first provided with experiences in each, of theM4e s ses: sight, 'sound, touch, smell, taste. They tben pursue,
in turn, discrimination skills through reading and writing based

. on th(sensory experiences, decOding skills througli imitative,
- The Oformatipn on the langUage experience approach has been adaptedfrol- n article-by the author-in t 'he December, 1974 issue kij The Reading .. Teacher. . s

. '. ,.



reading and sIvrijini 4nd divergency through creative reading
e *3,

and writing.
.

)- Here are some sample objectives for .sensory writing and

reading:
Have the student take photographs of street and barrio (Mexi-

can-AmeritarAtighborhood) scenes. If barrio scenes are not
available in itir community, then -the reader scan photograph

scenes from books that depict -the barrid the photographs can

be inade into slides for a multimedia presentation. The teacher

should help the student - understand the importance ir4 pho-'

tography balance,. perspective, anct sequence as part of dis-

crimination skills instruction.
Hi"ve the student' listen to corridos. (Mexican-AMerican folk 1

ballads) recorded by Mexican-American music's:is (musician's), and

write an English prose explanation based'on the English text of
the corrido. Or heethe student describe in writing the'secruence, ,

the theme, and the figures of speech of the corridos.
Have the student feel objects in a mystery box without see-

. ing them and then describe thb objects in writing- as vrell as '
°Nib,. Objects related to the Mexican-Aniprican exctersence,

such as the huefie symbol, should be piaced,in the box. Or
common washers used bY' plusmberi and `carpenters could be
included in t4g_ box. A game similar to".penny pitching, popular
among some Mexican -American youngsters, is ire pitching' of
washers into holes in the ground..

Have the student smell Mexican- American foods pith 'eyes
closed end describe,. the food in writing. `Chili or mentido, are
recommended and can be prepared by the home economics
teacher or by the cafeteria, cook. The home economics students
could benefit from the project a they will be exposed to ethnic '
cooking.

Have the .student taste: Mexican-American food ant! thT ide-
sciibe the taste in writing. Of oburse, the 'teacher could have
students prepare and then srfell and Taste the "(odds.

At this point, the studenk could be asked fo write a synthesis

essay describing"the smilltouch,, and other. sensory impressions ,

of the Mexican-American experience. Such an essay could'be
used as a, narrative monologue for a multimedia presentation.

Slides and corridot'cOuld be combined with 'the monologue fey a

presentation on the Mexican-American experience.'Or the teachej

t .19
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.
could ask students to keep a diary recording Mexican-American s
sensor, experiences. Then students could -exchange diaries. The
siudent, could, begin' developing a "novel" or :a collection of
chistes'(Mexican-American jokes). Ultimately, students will read
'their own writing and that'of peers.

Objecliveslor imi,tative writing and reading:_
Students' will read, analyze, and then write (imitatively), the

prose styles of Rudoffo Anaya, RaymondBarrio, and Daniel
Garza. -
. Stud nts will read, analyze, and then draw or write 'a comic
strip s as'Cordo. Because this comic sviri tends to portray
Mexican-Amirican stereotypes, at times, it is best that the animal

- fables from the strip be used; they are; omewhat free of stereo-,
typeI

Raf$el Jesus Gonzalez, BobertoSalaz. and Luis Salinas.
poitiC styles of contemporary Mexican-American, poets such as

;Statiptits, will read, analyze, and then write (imitatively) the

Students'. will read, analyze; and then write (imitatively)' a
I short play such as those performed by El Teatro Campesino: Dur-

ing the Christmas season, los pastores (nativity plays perfolmed
during' Christmas in Mexican-American communities). are alsci

' recommended. .

Students will heal, read, analyze, and then write corticios or
folk ballads. English texts are available, though the 'corridds are
usually recorded in Spanish.

The second step of the design teaches decoding skills by
providing reading experiences and exercises in which the reader
must decocle the literal and subjective messages.: in- writings
related to the Mexican-American experience. lt requires the stu-
dent toiread closely for,hidden meanings in figures of speech and
imagery. In addition, Mexican-Arterican writings provide a model
for students to imitate while developing their own styles. At

'airtime's the student is -fides to experience, read, and then write.'
The third step of the design, creative writing and reading,,

teaches divergency or creativity. The student is,asked to write a
story, poem, or simply a descripijon of the Mexican-American
experience in the United States. Most important,' students
should be encouraged to use their own dialect to creatietead-
mg materials for themselves and for their peers. Perhaps thee
reading materials could be developed into readers, such as those

,
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of "Nat-the Rat' fame, which then cduld be used future years
othe4 st ents.
Non ernic areas; such as family living lesson;;shoulet be

per ated with bicultural therm What kificl'of foods area in-
clu ed in the'study of nutri on an diet? Are the,foOdsof lin-
g *tic Minorify,,groups studied froitt the perspective of dietary

d nutritional value? Qr are -they 'treated as'. ovelties? What
inds of family structures and relations are studied? Are the

lextended and single --' arent families studied for their ethnic and
economic context? If these questions can't= be answered 'with a
!tron§ yes, then the lessohs are based on middle-class white
values an(beliefs.

Acadegric areas such as science and, math can also be 'per-
meated 4Gith bicultural themes.'Why nos use the Mexican Aztec
calendar to teach concepts of tiroe? Counting devices unique.
to Chinese-America.can be used in math lessons. Medicines
and 'remedies disc red by Native-Americans can be used in
natural science.

What image, are evoked by the progrtm's content? This
question is especially important when teaching about a linguis-
tic minoritv grotvp The following generalization!',-,should be kept
in mind: Linguistic groups are-1), similar, 2):different, 3) diverse,
and 4) ongoing, social -realities. Their political, economic, and
aesthetic 'histories areevident in their folfflore, literature, and

. art. Yet every group is differenr in many ways. While Chinese
and Japanese-Americans have similar 'racial stock, their Ian-.
guages and cultures are different. Navajos and Eskimos- are con-
sidered Native-Americans; but their regioqal cultures, climatic
adaptations, and languages differ vastly. !While Puerto Rican,
and Cuban-Americans both speak Spanis,i, their dialects are
different. ,

Linguistic minority groupsare diverse, 'ath including disti.nct
religious, political, historical, and econ mic subgroups. For
example, of l.east ti/o Mexican-American historical ,subgroups
exist: The Hiwanci group identifies with the culture of, the
sixteenth-century Spaniards who colonized the upper Rio Grande'
valley in New Mexico. The Mejicano 1;4)4 identifies..,,With. the '
Mexican. culture brought here by the early twentieth-century
'Mexican immigrants. These subgroups affiliate With right-, and.
left-wing. political parties, belong to most socioeconomic

22
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Classesa disproperti
hold membership i

,denominations. The li
social realities. As grra
long to political or so
America 9 G. I. Fordm, a
each gr6up has a, u{ii
also active in contempo
of representatives and s
were concerned and in
taken by their lingUistic mi

Using the four general'
typing. When stereotyping

-*That's .a steteotyper so t
pernicious effect rather th*a

nate number are in the lower classes and

Catholic, Protestant, and non-Christian
guistic minority groups are also ongoing
ps, they use their native languages; be-
ial organizations such as the Mexican-
d celebrate traditionaj, holidays. Though -
e and diverse ethnic heritage, each is

ry American society. A recent survey
atop in Congress revealed that' they
Wed with the causes and positions
rity groups! _-

Lions should counter cultural stereo-
appears it should be identified--
at students will be sensitized to its

be victimized by it. A/stereotype
is an exaggerated image r generalization of a group of
people. Moreover, the stereotype lumps people together as though

they all had the same qualiti4, characteristics-. Thus, in spAe

of the linguistic, tribal, and reglonal,diversity of Native- Americans'

in the United States, the Native-American has been sterbOtyped .

into at least-three seneral imag s: 1) noble savage, 2) conquered'

savage, and 3) savage. .1

The Iroquois people were t e model for the noble savage
stereotype. Native-AmericanS w re portrayed- as, good, honest

and fair ("noble"), but they were nevertheless 'unciviliz
("s4vage"). Thus, thoub Native-Ainericans-were good, they were

uncivilized because they refused to take an Anglo ways. tiong-....
fellow's "Song of Hiawatha" uses the word "savage" mere than
fifty times to-describe Native - Americans.,

The Cherolkee people were the'Model for the conquered savage

stereotype. Native-Americans were portrayed as a conquered

people who had assimilated partly but not entirely into Anglo
culture. These were the "almost civilized" people',who were
conqbered and divested or.most'of their ways. The American

Peoples Encyclopedia describes Native-Americans as' having
"adopted sonic of the features of civilization," '

The Sioux people were the model for the savage stereotype.
Native-Americans were portrayed as warriors astride i horse on-

the warpath. The Native-Americans with stereotype were

neither "noble" 'nor "civilized." Their main fu re to

23
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wage wars and to' massacre. "The only -good-A-ndian -is a -dead_
one" epitomizes the stereotype. Keep in mind that theseare only
three stereotypes abotit Native-AmeriCans. Others could be con.:

astrded. What is important to updersearid is that stereotypes
divest people and groups of their diversity and their basic
humanity. Yet, humans tend to, stereotype 'people and then to .

treat them as ,though they were the stereotypei. Studies indi-
cate' that teachers stereotype and treat linguistic minority
students similarly.

The classroom should accomdlrodate the student's tanguage
preference. From birth the .student associates certaip ,ways of
doing, feeling., and valaing VI-rough the native langiiage. Self-
eicpectatiOns, sell-esteem,-4andi,esteerri; for others are.'sdeveloped.
and the student is enculturated through _die nativ ljanguage.
If that lane,* is not used in school to continue the encultura-
tion process,.or if it is taught in a mechaniCal or demeaning
fashion disregarding the culture it transmits, then the student '
has no positive-way of identifyingikvith schooling. Because the
student identifies language with inure, language rejection is
considered cultural rejection. As the student's feelings of re-
jection intensify, self:esteem-and expectations shift, and a nega-
tive self-concePt develops. Eventually, the student rejects school-

,

ing. -
Bicultural instru n attempts to teach respect -for linguistic

minority cultures. Ideally, all students should be .taught about
the cultures of the linguistic minority groups so that they are-
perceived as on oing, evolving social Gealities. The bicultural
process shoul ccommodate different life, learriing, and Ian-.
*guage styles, mote positive intergroup perceptions, and allow
students to understand and accept their unique ethnicity as 'well.
as the ethnicity of others. Human and civil rights, ,the right to be.
different, the right to be oneself, and the right, to dissentwith
their concOrrent rt sponsibilitiesshqUld be "inherent to the
process..
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION
IN THE UNITED STATES.

Before the Europeans arrived and'co nized the United States,
many non-European languages were sp n by the original-set-
tlers of the United States, the Native-American's. The European
languages of the first colonists were Spanish, French, Dufch,
and English. As:early as .the 1550s, Spanish writers who settled
In wliat is no" the southwest United States wrote essays and
poetry. The United States has a long history of linguistic diver-
sity, especially. when the later immigrant languages-are added to
those spoken by The European colonizers and Native-Americans:.
The.country also'has a long history of dual language instruction
in public and private schools. A history of bilingual' education
can be divided into four time periods: ,.

50 to 1815: Bilingual education for religious instruction:

T816 to 1887: Bilingual education fQr public school instruction
''an aintenance of native languages.

' 1880to 1960: Want of bilingual ecludtion for religious and
r

public hoolinstrucuoo.

1960 to 197:- Resurgences of bilingual, education for public
*,. school instruction.- .

During the first period, 1550 to 1815, bilingual education was
used in what is now the southwest United States. hi the latter
1550s Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries used the tribal, dialects
to teach Christianity to southwestern Native-Americans. In the
East, Native-American schools were bilingiol. Run by^Protestant
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missionaries, the schools introduced Nativetkmericans to "the
habits and art of civilization"that is, the Eriglish language, Chris-
tian religion, and Anglo ,culture. In New England, bilingu;I educa-

, fion was introduced by the.German Lutherans to teach High Ger-
, man. The Lutherans, established bilingual seminaries' to teach in

-both German and Eng lish.*Ely 1775, more than 118 bilingtial schOok
were established for the religious education of Lutheran chil=
dren. By 1800, more than twenty-five Lutheran bilibgual schools
were established. In 1815, a cqnfefence of the Evangelical Lu -'
Metall Teachers in Virginia endorsed _a resolution, calling kir bi-
lingual (Germin/English) instruction for Luthera'n ;students. The
resolution suggested that if teachers cbuld not teach bilingually,
then the local congregations were to procure a bilingual 'min.-
ister who would teach bilingually for three .months each year. in
thetutheran schools. -

r.
. .

Before the second ,periocl, bilingyal education was used for
religious' instruction in church - related` schools. Although the
private schools` continued to operate, during the second period,
1816 to 1887, free, public schbols using a bilingUal format arose.
In 1834, a free school law passed in Petkargliania allowed instruc-
tion in both German and English Tor students who did not-.
speak English as a native language. In '1839 Ohio relluired
German and English bilingual instruction for German-Arnericr
students in 4Iemeotary schbols.,

During the second period, eleven states enacted laws allow-
ing bilingual instructions in schools. They were: Pennsylvania

*11834), Ohio, (1039), Territory of New MexicoArizona and New
Mexico OM, Wisconsin (1854), Illinois (1857), Iowa (1861), Ken-

, Lucky and 'Minnesota (1867), Indiana (1869), Oregon (1872), Colo-
rado (1887), and: Nebraska (1913). Throughout most of the second
Period, city school districts such as Cincinnati, Dayten, Indian-
apolis, and Baltimore maintained bilingual public schools. In the
Territory of New Mexico, provisidns were made for bilingual
(Spanish and English) instruction in public"sc'hools, but these
wererarely-irnplemented in the few public schools that were'
established during the early years of the territory.

ilingual schools waned after a congressional commission
lished boarding schools and assimilation policies for Native-

Am icans, whose bilingual schools were a threat .to the govern-
ment's expansionistic plans. The boarding schobl's purposes were ,
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to remove Native-American childreri from their homes' and to- ,

eradicate thek, languages. and cultures, replking ahem With
Engligh and th Anglo culture in hopes. that the children would
not return to their homes. Ten; after several generations, land
abandoned by the assimila mg Native-Americans, would be
available for 'Anglo pioneers._ By 11371, _the government took -
complete control, over the schools, imposed an English-only ruled

iand-elminaltd,the missionary bilingual schools. Even the'sctiools
operated by Native - Americans- -such. as -the Cherokee system

I of twenty -one schools and two academies were elimin'ated by
government takeover. The policy precipitated the decline of

-Netive-Arnerican. literacy. The Cherokee, for example, dropped
from the most literate tribe to its current status as 'one of the
most illiterate tribes in the country. -

I,n the third period, 1887 to 1960, both religious and public
iibRingual -schools decreased. Yet this period saw the largest in-

flux of non-English speaking immigrants. Between 1887 and 1920,
more'than twenty distinguishable Eurdpean languages, other than
English, were spoken by U.S. citizens. During thicperiod numer-
ous Asian languages tvere.brought into the Country. In addition,
the ,tribes of 'Native-Americans spoke more than forty-five
distinguishable dialects.

During this Period of ,tremendo us growth, language, legisla- -
Win was the most restrictive in the history of bilihgual instruction.
"English -only" statutes, enforced in #nost'states, pioktibited using
any language except English as a medium of instruction, in the
public schools. In seven states, the statutes provided for revoking
certification if a teacher was caught in the "criminal act" of
using any language except English _to teachin the public schools.
Students whodrialated the English-only rules of their schools were

' subjected to sundry indignities, among. them small fines or de-
. tention. Some teachers .1n the' 1950s and early 1960s dared to

teach in Spanish in NeW Mexico. Given circumstances of geo-
_graphic isolation, these teachers did not lose certificationbut
that risk was alwayslresent.

In April, 1475, English-only statutes were still law in twelve
states. 'Five states prohibited the use of n-triglish languages as

:`4,-tnedium of instruction inthe public ools: DelaWare, Idaho,

, Louisiana, Oktahorna;and-Wiscons n. Seven prohibited non-
'&10-instruction ierboth private .antrpublic schools: AlabaMa,
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.Arkansas, Iowa, Montana, Nebraska, North Carolina, and West
Virginia. Alabama's prohibition is through the grst six grades,
while Montana's is through The eighth grade or until the, student
is 16 years of age. Of tfle remaining thirtrteight states, some do
not enforce their Engli;h-cinly statutes. Sorge states. have never'
enacted legislation on the language of instruction for their-

- schools. Eight states-s--tlaska,. Itlinois,--Massachtisetts; Michigan,
New Hampshire, Peripsylvaoia, Rhode island; and Texas-have
statutes that "'permit ,bilingual instruction for students whose

,nativelanguageis not English.
-Territories or- districts'under jurisdiction of the Unite States ...

have tended to permifpon-English instruction. American Samoa
has expressly permitted nonrEhglish instruction since1962..Puerto
Rico reqiiires the use of Spanish as the medium'of AitructiOn, and
English is taught as a,second language in its schools. Yet, while'
the Philippines were under U.S. government control,Inglish was
imposed as the only frreditim of instruction. Students caught
'speakin'g any other language In school were punished.

The waning of bilingual schools and the sprouting of Englip-
only statutes or jaws can be attributed 'to the strong nationalist..
and isolationist sentiments that pervaded the United States. Dui:.
'ing this period, the country was engaged with two world,wars,.
two police actionsthe Spanish-American War and Korean War
as well as with other minor military incursions, The use of any
language other than English was viewed as un-American or un-
patriotic. .Non-English speakers were viewed with suspicion, so

,y, they tended to stop speaking their native language and to dis-
courage their children from learning it. Nonetheless, by 195,9.
U.S. qtizens spoke more than twenty -five' European languages:
The ten languages. with the,greatest number of speakers, at that
time, were, '1) pianisfi; 2) Italian; 3) Gertna?1;:',1) Polish; 5)
French; 6) )'iddisb; 7) Russian; 8) Swedish; 91' Hungarian;
10) Norwegian.

Some bilingual schools were established during. the 'third
period, notably those for'Chinese, French, Srpeek,.\and Japanese- #

Alnericarf students. The Chinese and Japanese-American schools
were criticized strongly before World War II. Most of.the schools
were disconti %ued during the war, and only a few survived after
the gar.
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In the fourth period, 1960 t 1975, bilingual school; had a re-

.

surgence. in 1966, Dade County schools were flooded with more
shao 20,000 Spanish-speakingoudents who were 'refugees from
Cuba. Two model bilingual schools were csablished to aciom-

*iwodatethe Spanish-speakirvg students.' The Coral ,Way Elemen-
tary School'was a llimpletely-bilingual school. Other' schools in
Dade County provided Spanish language arts instruction in allgrades for Spanish-speaking students. The projects used federaland local funds to finance the model schools, and, in "a sense,the Dade County experiment was the first time the federal gov-
ernment was involved irt the implementation of bilingual school- ,,ing.

The passage in 1968 of 'Public Law 90-247, "The Bilingual
EducatiorriAct," provided a catalyst for bilingual schools. This
act, the seventh amendment to the Elementary and Secontary
Education Act of 1965, declared-, "The policy of the tjiiitici States(is) to provide financial assistance to' local educational agendief'.'to devekip and tirry,out new and imaginative elementary and
secondary school programs.designed to.fheet thespecial educe-
tionmeeds ... (of) children who come from environments where
the 'dominant-language is othef than English." The act stipulated
that it would be U.S. government policy to financially, ,assist in-
develOping and implementtng bilingual education programs in
public schools,- in the United States and its trust territories. In
1973, the name Of the}act was changed to the "Comprehensive
Bilingual Education Amendment Act of 1973."

The act was amended toe' extend, improve, and expand as-A sistance for the training of bilingual teachers and bilingual
teacher trainers. In its deolaration'of policy, the act recogniz
that 1) large numbers of children have limited English-speakingability, 2) many of these children have a cultural heritage
different from English-spealing .peOple's heritage, sand 3) a rui-
mary means by which a Mild learns is trough using, his Ian-' guage and cultural heritvel The act provided financial Asistance,
to extelSil and ci6elop existing bilingual - bicultural programs in
*public schools, to iniprove resource and dissemination centers,

-' and to develop and publish 'bilingual- bicultural curricdlum ma- i- terials.
4. ., 4 .

'''''''. th eachersame teachel-educators could be trained in bilingual-

441. A- ssistanee was also provided. for stipeods- and fellowships se
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bicultural methods.' According to the 1175 project summary re-
port issued I;;Y the Office of Bilingual Education in Washington,
D.C., 379 bilingual,education programs received funding for the
1975-76 school year. Of those`prograi-ns, 325 were in public schools,
thirty-five were in coIleges and universities, and nineteen were
in resource and dissemination centers. The act provided more
than $7,8 million to assist the programs, which served about
268,000 students.

These projects served sixteen different language groups in
which the dominantlanguage of instruction was not English:

A, Spanish-speaking groups

B. Chinese-speaking groups

C. Filipino-speaking groups

D. French - speaking groups

E. Greek

F. Italian

G. Indian Languages and Eskimo - speaking groups
4-1

H. PortugUese
Other language groups: Arabic, German (Pennsylvania Dutch)
Japanese, Korean, Micronesian (Chamorro, Kussaien, Marsh-

. allese, Paulauan, Ponopean, Turkese, Ulithian, Woleiah, and
Yapese), Russian, Samoan, and Yiddish. -

Selected subject areas are taught in English in 411 these projects.
In addition, other federal legislation, such as .Title I of the Migrint
Education Act and Title VII of the'Emergency School A4istance Act,
as well as'state legislation funded other programs. ,

An additional' catalyst for bilingual schooling was the 1974
federal Supreme Court ruling in Lau v. Nichols that provisions for
the same teachers,, programs, and textbooks for all students in
the San Francisco school district did notilgovide for equal educa-
tional benefit when a iizeable number of the students were not
native English speakers.a40 ttlscase, the students it ere Chinese-
Americans who had low academic achievement and high attrition.
Their native language Was Chinese.,While the ruling did not man:
date bilingual schooling fore non.English speaking or limited
English-speaking students, it did stipulAte that special language
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programs were necessary if schools were to proideequal educa-
tional opportunity for such students. Moreover, school districts
with more than, twenty-five linguistic minority students must
provide a special language program in all academic areas. The
U.S. Office of Civil Rights can freeze the federal funds of any
schod, district not complying wit this law.

The Lau decision May have as much impact for ',linguistic.
minorities as Brown v. Topeka Board of Educations did for blacks.
While Lau did not establish a bilingual policy for the United
States, it did leftimatize bilingualism and bilingual education'in
the public schools..More important, linguistic minorities no longer
leave their native languages at the scHoolyardgates.

This brief history of bilingual education in,the United States'
is not all inclusive. Sporadic attempts were made to establish
-bilingual schools- for the_many Mauve-American tribes. Many
ethnic groups attempted to establish some form of bilingual
school to preserve native languages and 'cultures..Th9 U.S. Officeof Civil Rights played' an active role in the aevelopment
of bilingual programs.

The historical highlights of bilingual rextion reveal 'major
shifts in its purposes. During the first , bilingual 'edurca-
lion was used to propagate 'various Christian denominations; the
second and third periods used it to maintain nati e languages and
cultures except for Native-Americans. The corit mpoiwy period,.
uses bilingual educatiop to provide equal eflucational benefits
for linguistic minority students.
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SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF BIUNGUAL EDUCATION .

Who should be taught bilingually? 'Currently,: bilingual in.:

struction provides equal educational opportunities for linguistic
minority students, but it need not exclude other students. In
1974; Helen Wise; past president of the National' Education As-

sociation, said, in a' Statement before the Subcommittee on.
Education of. the House, of Representatives, that she thought
that bilingual education programs Gould be beneficial for all stu-
dents regardless of their language or cultural backgrounds. What

this means is that bilingual education prOgratris can be designed,

so that all students could be trained to function in two languages

, and two cultures. Linguistic minority students tali have equal
educational benefits without 'depriving other students of their
benefits.

This position assumes that the school should be instrumental in

developing.* bilingual-bicultural society:with linguistic minor-
ity languages and cultures maintained for thew political or eco-
nomic value or,as ends in themselves. Others have argued that
bilingual education shpuld be used to help non - English- speaking

students adjust t9 our English-only monocultural school pro-
gram, 'This perspective assumes that the school should help' the ,

student 'assimilate into the mainstream culture. Thus, ethnic ,

pluralism and cultural assimilation have emerged in 'bilingual
education programs as two perspectives on the appropriate role
of socialization in sch'ooly -

The cultural aOmilatron theory emerged rn the United States

during the late nineteenth century and early twentieth. century
when large numbers of European immigrants came into the
country. America was viewed as a huge melting. pot in which the
immigrants abandoned their former languages and cultures. The
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culture of the eastetp settlers was considered superior zo the cul-
tures Of the immigrants. From the melting was to come a new ir
Americans society that would contain the most desirable,Oarac-'
teristics of some of the merged cultures. The public schools were'
to prorriote development of`the new society, by helping i?ritnigrant
youngsters into the mainstrea culture. Theokrrn ,''Oe melting ;
pot" gained pOputarity with alSlay called TherMeltms Pot writ-' ten by Israel Zangwill in 1908. In the play the Main character, :
David Quixano, was a Jewish immigrant whci escaped to-,Ned
York City; where he achieved lame. He proclaimed Americt to
be 'Cod's crucible where all the culturdsiand races 4 Europe'
were smelting into a new rare. The 'play's title and its dominant ,
theme led to an ahmost instant label for the cultural assimilation
position.

At best, the theory was based on idealistic notions of society.
Although' it intended tohomogenize some groups, the theory
purportedly was, consistent With democratic principles giving re-,_

"spect. for all peoples regardless of class; colc:r; or creed. One
influential assimilationist, E. P. Cubberly, a Stanford University
,educational historian, thought that the cultures of theimrnigrants
were inferior'to the Mainstream Amerl'can culture, and.,that school
was-to be a sieve to strain Out ethnic group identification' and
amalgamate the immigrants into the mainstream culture. Within

several generations the.new society would emerge, with the help
of thels

The new society did not emerge. In 1963, a study of the melting
pot was published by Nathan Glaser and Patrick Moynihari in a,
book called Beyond theMelting Pot. The study found that the
ethnic groups in New York City had not disappeared. Occupa-
tions, marriages, political affiliations, and political parties' were
correlatedto ethnic group,affiliation. In other words, one's ethnic
group in NOW York City greatly influences one's job, spouse,
and politics.

The ctilturak assimilation theory was a new version of Anglp-
conformitythe original American assimilation theorywhich
sought to maintain an Anglo-America by anglicizing new groups.
The new theoiy Was based on attitudes that viewed the new
cultures, their institutync, and their traditions as inferior to the
"American way." The school's function uganslated into replacing
the student's culture-and' lapguage with Anglo-Saxon- America
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cane and the English language. This Process of cultural genocide
alienited students from parents, home, and community. Students
who could not or would not conform were relegated to remedial
or -Ccimpensatcry status and placed in low-ability Classes or special

education classes even tfioush theyliad'no physical or mental
handicapif they were allow/64:1W stay in school at all.
' Moreover, the theory'excluded the cultures of the oldest ethnic

minority groups in the countryAsian, black, Native, and
Shanishlspeaking Americans. School policies and practices kept
these groups out of the melting pot. As late as 1953, black and
Mexican-American students were legally segregated in the public
schools. Generally, Native-American students attended reservation
scKools. The notion 9f the melting pot in the public schools was
not intended for the ethnic minority students; in fact, many of
these students still attend segregated schools throughout the
country. For,example, many Native-American students stilt attend
Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding, schools located hundreds of

,
miles away from their homes and families.

Cultural assimilation did not win complete favor in public
education. ICwas challenged by another view of American so-
ciety'ethnic pluralism. Ethnic pluralism 5s a social perspective
is as old, if not older, than cultural, assimilation, but it tlid'not
have the benefit of a play to popularize itsnotions in the United
States. ,

Pluralists view A merican society as a mosaic in which all
ethnic groups retain their identities while blending into the
whole society. Each group-thus adds w the beauty and balance.
of the whole society. For the pluralist, ethnicity and ethnic group
affiliation are extrem important. realitiet,' for ..they provide an
identity and protection for the individual within an ethnically
diverse society.

Jotm Dewey's philosophy of the individual and the democratic'
society supports the plurakitic position. Dewey believed that a
democratic society could provide for the fulfillment of an indi-
vidual's capabilities and that the school should perfect 'and
conserve individual differences. A truly democratic school would,
allow a student to retain his ethnic heritage and identity cultural
assimilation would coerce a student into accepting a different
ideally and abandoning his ethnic heritage,'which wssuld.be un-
democratic, according to Ilewey.
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Dewey s notionthat a demoCracy should perfe nd conserve
individual differences-7was expanded to include cultural differ-
ences by early twentieth-century scholars, especially Julius
Drachsler, Horace Kallen, and I. B. Berkson, who confronted
cultural assimilation as an essentially: undemocratic doctrine. *4:
These scholars argued that schools based bn assumptions of fu1- /
tura( assimilation were inimical to a democratic society and the
conservation of individual differences. They called for 'cultural
democracy in the classroom, allowing a student to retain self-
identity as well as ethnic group identity.

Contemporary scholars are. attempting to reconcile the posi-
tions of pluralism and-assimilatfon to make public schools multi-
ethnic.. In The EducatiOnal Needs of Minority Groups, Castaneda
advocates cultural democracy in the classroom. This form of cull
rural democracy presumes that the school has the responsibility
to enhance the student's ethnic and self-identity as well as ex-

- pose him tp cultures of-the mainstream ethnic groups. Under this
'form 'of cultural democracy, the student receives experiences
that help to develop a bicultural identity. Along this-same in
Teaching Strategies for Ethnic Studies, Banks proposes mjlti-
ethnic schools that reflect the ethnic and racial diversity of
America. The National Council for the Social Studies, the 'Ameri-
can Association of Colleges for Teacher Educaibn,`and 'other pro-

' rasional organizations have tdeveloped multi-ethnic curriculum
guidelines so that schooj curricula could be permeated with multi-
ethnic experiences and content. All students, regardless of their
contact with ethnic groups, ,could be exposed to multi-ethnic
experiences. In 1972, the AMerican Association of Colleges for
Teacher education officially endorsed multicultural education.
The association's policy statement, "No One Model American,"
summarizes the central theme of pluralism inedu'cation:

Multicultural education is education which values cultural plural-
ism. Multicultural educatioh rejects the view that schools should
seek to melt , away cultural differences or -the view that schools
should merely tolerate cultural pluralism. Tp endor5se cultural plural-
ism is to: endorse the principle that there is no onelmodel American.
Jo endorse cultural pluralism is to understand and appreciate
the .differincE4 that exist among the nation's citizens. It is to see

itAkiese differences as a positive force in the continuing develop-
ment of a societY which professes a wholesome respect for the in-
trinsic worth of every individual
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR BILINGUAV
BICULTURAL PROGRAMS

bilingual-bicultural program can be based on an assimila-
tionist and transitional or' on a pluralist and maintenance per-
spective on the role the school should play for'society. A transi-
tional program emphatizes bilingual instruction as a method to
transfer the student from the native language and culture to-the
mainstream. English-Only culture. A maintenance program em-
phasizes bilingual-bicultural instruction to sustain the student's
native language and culture as the student learns the language

a culture of mainstream American society.
cause the social perspectives of transitional and mainte-

ce.programs.are diametrically. opposed, the goals, activities,
and: outcomes of both programs differ in important ways. The
major :goal of a transitional program is to enable the non-English
speak/ft student to function in an English-only, monocultural
environmeni. The-student's native language and culture are used
to help move to he English language and mainstream culture of
the school. A non-English speaking student %Ito' enters school
receives instruction in the native language along with instruc-
tion in'English; use of the native language is gradually discon-
tinued, and the -classroom medium of instruction is restricted

to English. Usually, little is done to teach the student's cultural
'heritage, which is incidental, to a transitional program:As a con-
sequence of this program, the student should be able to function j-
in an English-speaking monocultural environment.

The major goal of a maintenance program is for the non-
English speaking student to fection in bilingual and bicultural
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environments: The student's native language and culture are
'taught concurrently with the En:tish language and the Main-
stream culture. As a consequence/ of a maintenance program,
the student should be able tdt,inction in two languages and at
least two cultures.
-- Once a type of bilingual program is geaded upon, then ra-
tionale for the program can be established. While the social

°perspectives and goals of the two types of programs are opposed,
the rationale for both types should emphasize similar-Orientations
focusing on three humanistic values: 1) accepting the student's
hoMe or native language, 2) respecting the student's culture and
ethnicity, and 3) enhancing the student's self;conce t. These
values can be clustertd intq-a core value pervading the entire
,rationale with, an abiding respect for the individual sUident,
especially the student'sjanguage, life-style, learning style, home
environment, and ethnic experience.

Genuine respect for the student's native language and culture
must be couched in the rationale. All too often =a student's lan-
guage Is perceived as an inferior brand of the mother language,

Ale andas such, is not accepted in the classroom as a legitimate form
-Of communication. The Mexican-American's and the Native-
'American's experiences in public schools are notorious examples of

. language rejection and disrespect, Since the early 19&)s, Mexican-
American students were relegated to low ability Spanish classes'
because they spoke what was considered an adulterated brand

- of Mexican Spanish. Their language was labeled pejoratively
as "pocho" or "Tex -Mex," and the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights has documented instances when students were paddled
for using Mexican-American Spanish in the classroom. Native-
Amertein students 'have experienced similar punishment for
speaking their native language in Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools.e

Blatant forms of classroom linguistic and cultural rejectia
are not as rampant now as in:the past. More than likely the civil
rights and student rights movements have sensitized teachers to
students' human and cultural rights. Nevertheless, precautions'
must be taken to prevent subtle forms of linguistic and cultural
rejection from creeping into the bilingual program.

The rationale needs to assert a firm, unequivocal commitment
to accept, use, and' value the student's native language and cul-



.

tike, therefore recognizing, enhancing, and protecting the stu- .

dent's dignity and self-respect. Moreover, if must be concerned
with, the motivations and life-styles of its linguistic minority
students when setting goals and objectives.

Rationale, goals, and objectives should be articulated so that
they appear as, the program's logic-II next step. A reader who is
not familiar with the program should be able to infer both its
social perspective and its rationale by readiog the goals and
objectives. Another way to conceptualize a bilingual program is to
think of the broad components and subcomponents that exist in

a. most programs. The components and subcompongnts of a pro-
gram fcKnontEllish speaking students would appear as follows:

I. The bilingual environment of the classroom.
A Inttruction in the student's native or dominant Ian-

guageas the primary medium of insiruction.
InstrUction in English as the secondary medium -of
struction.

I
.

I. The bicultural environment of the classroom.
A. - Instruction about the-student's native, home, commun-

ity, and ethnic group or culture.
- B. Instruction about Americaneethnicand cultural groups

other than the student's.

III. jhe bilingual-bicultural affective environment in the
-slassroom.
A. Experiences focused on the student's self;concept.
B. Experiences focused on the student's concepts of others.

Goals and objectives can matchetl with the components as
follows:

I. The bilingual environment in'the classroom. .

Goal: To develop in the student the ability to function in
two languages.
A. Instruction in the st4ent's native language as the

primary medium of instrattion... rn
Objective: The student will be instructed in his native
language in basic subject areas, e.g., science, math,
social studies.

B. Instruction in English as the secondary medium of in-
struction.
Objective: The student will receive instruction in Eng-
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lish in subject areas where a knowledge of English is
not esseffliat, e.g., art, physical education, mbsic.

Objective: The student will reeeille instruction in all

areas of the English language artsreading, writing,
speaking, and listening.

II. The bicultural environment of the classrdon-k,
Goal: To develop the student's ability to function in two or
more cultures.
A. Instruction about the student's ethnic minority group.

ObjeCtive: The student w be taught the history of his
native, ethnic minority gro

.8. Instruction about U.S. eth ic grOups 'other than the
student's native group. /
Objective: Pie student will be taught e history of
U.S. ethnic groups other than his own.

Objective: The student will be taugh the .arts
sciences of ethnic grOups other than his own.

The bilingual-bicultural affective
classroom.
Goal: To develop in the student a
himself and for others.
A. Experiences focused on the student's self-concept.

Objective: The student will be exposed . to positive
academic and nonacademic experiences about. his
ethnic minority group.

B. Efperientes focused on the student's concept of others.
Objective: The student will be expdsed to positive
academic and nonacademic experiences of groups
other than his own.

environment in

sense of respect

and

the
/-",

for°

These components, goals, and objectives' illustrate a broadly
conceived bilingUal program. They focus on building respect for
the student's native language and culture as well as enhancing
the student's self-concept. The goals and objectives are especially
applicable to primary programs, grades 1 to 3. They are also appli-
cable to either transitional or maintenance programs. A par-
ticOlar pidgram is the concern of local schoollidistrict Officials
who know the educational nerds of the community. Once given
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these parameters for a program, they should be encouraged to
develop goals and objectives according to local needs and
specifications .

local needs shduld not .preclude including ethnic minority
cultures not residing in the community. Setting local, goals does
not sanction provincialism. Many youngsters, who leave their
immediate neighborhoodi upon reaching adulthood, will need
information and experiences to. prepare them to live harmon-
iously in a diverse society. The bicultural components should, be
construed as teaching about more than one culture or group.

Cietermining how well and to what degree the goals and ob-
jectives have been achieved is the essential function of program
evaluation. Most bilingual-bicultural programs have three strands
of Oevelopment: .1) language development in two different
languages, 2) subject-matter mastery in school subjects or dis-
ciplines, and 3) positive attitude #ev.elopment toward the self
and toward others. These areas should be assessed beforedur-

-,w,..ing, and after the student has been through the program.
Preassessment is most crucial;because the decisions, made be-

fore the program starts will establish its direction and viability..
First; preassessment' activities should determine the student's

'language and subject-matter entry level skills. Language skills
should be assessed in both the student's native language and thp

ö second language. With some languages, such as Spanish cir
French, this is a. relatively easy task. With languages of Native-
Americans or recent immigrants such as the Vietnamese, reliable
instruments have not been designed. In most' instances, the
Native-American languages have not been recorded in a written
language system, so instruments and methods to assess language
skills must be developed locally.

Instruments being developed to assess degrees of bilingua4m
usually have the student speak in the languages he knows.
The student's speech is recorded and analyzed for such factors ,
as word choice, grammatical usage, and spontaneity of response

. to determine his dominant language. Instruments have not been
designed to determine the student's degrees of bilingualism and
bicuituralism. Perhaps such an instrument' is neither feasible nor
necessau, because a trained teacher could develop techniques
to asSec the student's linguistic capabilities and ultural knowl-
edge. Such techniques, based on the unique lan page and, cul-



tural characteristics of the students, would not require the adap-
tation Of a commercially pUblished instrument.

A yourfgstpr's language development commonly progresses
from skills listening to skills in speaking, reading, and then
writing. With the linguistic minority student, this same progres-
sion usually occurs, though the stude., understand and

'speak a dialect of a particular language :;hich may not follow
all grammatical and lexical rules of the language. An assess-
ment instrument based on the "pure" language friar 'not ac-
curately measure the youngster's dialectal language maturity.

\Mete instruments should accommodate dialectal variations for
accurate assessment. The same is the case when attempting
to assess the student's entry-level skills for the .subject-
matter areas. -

Staff and materials should be assessed before bftinning a pro-
gram. Available bilingual teachers, teacher aides, and curriculum
materials should be identified. Although certified bilingual Teach-
ers may be scarce, in many communities, there is no shortage
of bilingual people, whd can be utilized as teacher aide or as
staff and curriculum consultants.

Experience with noncertified .personnel in existing bilingual-
bicultural programs indicates that they are highly reliable and
dedicated. Many, discover that they enjoy the school setting and
teaching and become interested in earning a teaching certificate.
However, using.nontertified individuals, which can be a method
for locating and. training potential bilingual teachers, should be
used only after attempting to identify certified bilingual-
bicultural teachers. A *gram should not become dependent on
bilingual noncertified staff.

A shortage of appropriate curriculum material's, not tradi-
tionally provided for bilingual-bicultUral programs, can be anti-
cipated. Mexican materials, for example, are, produced for
Mexican students. The cultural context and the language of the
materials will not necessarily be- appropriate for Mexican-
American students, °Recently, the Council on Interracial Books
for Children reported that few foreign-produced Spanish lan-
guage books for, children were 'culturally relevant to Mexican--
American children. Moreover, many American children's gooks
about the Spanish-speaking were laden with sexual and -ethnic
role stereotypes.
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For these reaspps,locallx gathered and produced materials clan
the best materials for a program. A Cherokee Indian 'bilingual

program in'Oklahoma developed most pf its own materials using
loci resourors. Other ,Native-American bilingual programs use
the .materials pi.bduced by de. Cherokees as moctbIS, adapting
them to Ili the language and 'culture of their, students. Com-..
menial, -state, and federal dissemination centets.develop, bra- '

. duce, and sell ' ppropriate materials. Some of ,these agencies.,
are listed in t final section of this fastback.

Sornet during preassessment, a sense of tht. community's
attitude ward language, and culture should be garne'red, beli.
cause program's Rogture and its influence on the student will
betia bbl community,anitudgs. Experience has shown ttiat if

"the community has few plejudices toward nowEnglish languages
is--.. and cultures, then the student will- not 'resist learning a non-

Engliih langiage, . ,,
When -the dominant language group A11111'community dis-

courages the growth and s,use of,anbther la_ nguaget then parents
may be wary and the student may be rehictantio study -a,. :

.. second Tinguage, even if it is his. native language. the student
' is sensitive to the sociolinguistic attitudes. of the community

and will 'rend to.ainform. 1 -liaweknown fully bilingual Spatkisb-
English stude;t0'whcodenied any knowledge,of Spanish teilluse
of thvcommunity's prejudice against. the Spanish' langtk and
Mexican o f they were warned 'hot to ak
Spanisli to -preve warranted but predidable prejudicial
actsayinstthem,

, . ..

. - .. ;,
The mmunitysa attitudes should help shaPe the program's * . ,

approi ward the:cbinmunity. A communications network that'
inf e community of a' program's activities should be main-. - ,

.-kitained Most- .-.. e in the community will respond positivgly to
thejincere e lrts'of the program.) staff if,:they are informed.
However, if a y type of strong opposftiok arises, the. program
'director shou act . quickly, agreeiqA to meet with the dis7 , ,
senters to resolve the problem.-

Periodicag4ile the proglipm is operating, the staff should --.
asses how well erogram is.hchieving its.goals and objectives. ..I

'Anticipated or unaThiciPated quirks in lithe programs 'can be
ideptified, and adjustments and changes can then be made. This I -

sort of.piactictan help offsit any serious firoblems.

.
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The outcome assessment determines how well the, program
has achieved its goals and objectives. Outcome assessment
"should determine whether the student's -use pf two languages
has imbroved, whether his knowledge of school subjects has
increased, and whether he has developed a positive self-concept

a 'positive attitude vtoward others. -Most .of the data :
ry 10 conduct the outcome assessment shoGld be identi-*

before the interim phases of the program's evaluation, so
that during the assessment data are summarized. ,

Evaluation of a program should be an ongoing process that
attempts to discoxer what good the prograrh does for students.
This is posOble if the gigli.and objectives are stated in mealur-
.able pr behaioral terms. A- complex evaluation design' is 4iot

",necessary. Simple evaluation protedures iitarindkife ;whether the
progam it meeting its .goals and objectives will suffice. When the

_program.is .plannet system to check on progress should' be
incorpovted into it. Objective instruments,.such- as,teacher-made
or commercially pr
*N+ insqements can
the student> As long
used for evaluation;
'Evaluation- should be
through all phases ther

tests, anecdotal.recgA, and other sub-
used to assess'th ogram's effect on' .

multiple instruments and methods are
e, program can be usef assessel7

rt of the process of the pro rn so that
is a method orgetting feedback.
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DESIGN OF BILINGUAL- BICULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The organizational design of a bilingual program should have a
,decentralized decision-making plocess to ,diffuse authority,
strengthening involvemeR) by giving ,everyone some voice. In-
volvement meanly they are investing in the. program and thereby
will more readilywork toward its success. In particular, the de-
sign should 'allow for optimal community involvement of patents
and others interested in the program's outcome. One reason past
experimental programs have not succeeded, is that those most
directly affected by the program, the students and their parents,
have been excluded or omitted from even minimal involvement co.
in the program's decision-makingprocess.

Moreover, parents of linguistic minority students, have not felt
welcome in many pithlic schools. for some, schooling was an
unpjeasantexperience. Others are reluctant to become involved
because school perionnel have' not always been sensitive to
language and cultural lliffecences. Community involvement re-
quires home visits with the rtarents'and other clientele and earnest
discussions r'egardirig most' aspeats of the prograrti.'Once believ-
ing stiit they have a voice that will be heard in tfte 'program, the
parents can become the program's best supporters.

'IF' The organizationaPsunits of a bilingual program
mueth like those of any public school program. The four basic
units are: 1) instructional; .2) management, 3)' community rel-
tions, and 4) special services, Each of these interrelated and
interdependent units differs fr m conventional public school units
in emphasis and thrust. The vot, the insr nal unit, has'di-
rect cot tact with students. The unit's key per n is the teacher,
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who Should be bilingual an tribted in bilingual and °bicultural
teatifing methods, but lnay be a monolingual teacher who is
humanistically oriented. At limes, these teachers have bilingual
aides who are translators, cler h.. or have some instructional.

in 1973, use National Education Association projectea that at
the present rate of training bilingual teachers,-it would be A.D.
2000 before enough were trained to meet the presentdegivri
for bilingual teachers. Teacher training needs new dimensions.
Bilingual-bicultural education teachers need interdisciplinary pro-
grams tirtduding -cultigal anthropology, sociolinguistics,. psycho-
linguistics, ethnic hisiory, and sociology as well as more tradi-
both! areas. An ideal bilingual-bicultural teacher would be
competent in:

,

Teaching in the student's native language tas well as English) in
conterkareas such as math, science, social studies, etc.;
Teaching the _language arts and reading' in the student's native
language as well as English;
Teaching about the heritage of the student's nativeculture-as--well
as that of the mainstream culture;
Understanding and applying fundamental contrastive linguistic tech-
niques, especially to the student's native language and English;
Understanding and .accommodating the various learning styles of
students;
Assessing learning, student interests, ant. academic achieviment 't.
without ethnic orlinguistic biases; 10
Developing or adapting materials that 'are free of ethnic stereotypes.

-The teacher's primary responsibility is to provide bilingual
and bicultural experiences: This- includes using _the ,student's

native language as a medium of instruction, bilingual'- bicultural
materials, bilingual-bicultural aides, -and evaluation techniques
compatible With the student's ethnic and cultural experiences.

Without a humanistic orientation; a teacher cannot su&led in
a bilingual program. The teacher must be able to respect the,
student a& an individual and as member of an ethnic group.
Adjustments should be made to lower the Studeht-teacher ratio,

, to allow time to individualize instruction, and- to provide tilinguar
aides. An effectivebilingual teacher should be rewarded.

The second key unit is the community advisory group of
,pardnis and adult? who have a genuine concern for the success of
the program. Some groups are policy making boards with' power
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'to determine the 'programs' philosophy. rationale, goals, and
objectives. Other groups only 'advise. The group as a whole
shouldsconder,the uniqUt needs of the students in the program.
'Although tiey should be. aware of community politics, their
advice should be based on what seems best for the students.
k is especially importanthat the group-members are repre-

, septative of students. Essentially, this uhit shoutdjrovide genuine
input on the 'educational needs and cancans of the stdderns as
well as evaluate the program's successes and failures._

The advisory group should be involved in aft stages of the
program Once the program has been ainceptialized, the group's
involvement, s h ou I d be:

T. The implem' entation.stage-7-clarifying. the program's objectives,
setting a realistic schedule for accomplishment of the objectives,
and deciding upon a Workable plan by which the group can con-
duct ongoing evaluation of the.program.

2. The development stage,chtitking the Program's progress and re-
spo%ling to-Community concerns. The group should also provide
guidance as issues-arise.

3.1 The evaluation stage-assessing the program's progre4. As the
.1 program matures, the group should develop a routine by whicH

. they can assess whether the program is working toward its goals
and objectives.

, If' the tasks of the advisory group are considered fund tal
to the success of the program, the group will extremely
ful in achieving the program's goals. If the'tasks are considered
menial or unifnportara, the grOup 'may...become passive or aggres-
sive,which can mean failure for the program. The advisory board
should be congruous with the linguistic minority, community. It
can provide names of local agencies, local organizations, and
other vital resource as welt as impetus and suifport, for a
program,

Tbe Management unit of a program has three basW re-
sponsibilities: 1) establishing and maintaining the legitimacy of
the program, 2) providing inservice training and other staff devell
opmeht activities, and 3) perforfning routine administrative mat-
ters. To establish and maintain the legitimacy of the program,
the administrator of the management unit (who might be a School ' .

principal, a coordinator:, or a director of the program) should
build rapport with the monolingual staff so that they' ill accept
it as part'of the overall program within aschoOl." program
matures, monolingual' and bilingual stiff ,merit rs should be.

a
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encduraged.to share information and experien with hopes. that

.soil* will start ..o team teach. Positive, c per we efforts 1
among the staff, encouraged by the program dministratrzo,

lead to, its acceptance and integrition td the ,total
curriculum.

The program administrator shoujd prov' e staff deiielopment
and inservice training f6r bilingual staff bers. training would .

include additional infiirmation for producing materialsretrid im-
proving instruction. Also, the staff should .have time to share
concerns, ideas, and insights, providing opportunitieto build

_staff-camaraderie and a sense of unity. The staff should be re-,
'Warded fOrtheir efforts, and meaningful inservice training can
reward the 'staff as- well as regenerate it, Whenever possible,
including monolingual staff-members for 'inservite is desirable
to increase their awareness of the program's activities7,`Ipals,
andsobjectives.

The. adminittrator .should be highly .visible within the school,
inthe.advisory group, and within the.community served by the
progtam..Memos and messages rust be written in the native
language for parents who may .not read, English. The program
administrator should be bilingual and tensitive to the community.

Special services, a catch-fall unit designed according to student
reeds and the resources available, may put individuals into roles
of home Visitors, social workers, guidance counselors, or curricu-

" turn materials developers. Depending on the needs and resources,
the special services unit can be utilized to develop commutIllty and
staff rapport, to assist in staff development, n to provide spe-
cialized input. Initially, a curriculuM maien Is developer who
produCed multimedia_materialsbased on the eachers' specifica-
tins'and situations would be invaluable. 0 e ample materials
are produced, then attention should other areas, such as
home visitations.

This unit should be, the most flexible so that its functions
can, change as'some needs are met and others arise. Persons
hired for this unit should be bilingual 'and capable of shifting Ands
redefining .their roles at the program changes. Noncertified
personnel might: best fit into the special services unit. They are
not.limited not constrained by specialized training or credentials,

. yet, they can be trained to assume various roles not ,eeding
certification.
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BILINGUAL-IRCULTURAL EDUCATION AND THE FUTURE

- The United States is a multilingual society.. Historical analysis
shows that the country always has been multilingual, and today
numerous non-English languages are spoken in the United States.
Presently, bilingual-bicultural-education is used to piovide equal
educational 'opportunity for students who do not' speak English
or who are limited in their English-speaking abilities because
their native language is not English.

tWhat can safely be said about bilingual-bicultural education?
Fitst, that while no single best bilingual method exists, em-
atic approach of instruction based on an understanding the

4todennt's language and 'curture can 'produce a positive effect.
d, students vary linguistically and culturally. Mbreovet,

bilingualism itself does not handicap linguistic minority students.
Whaticauses handicaps for these students are such factors.as the
ituWnt's socioeconomic stats, community attitudes 'toward the
student's natiye language, and educational policies and pit:see-
dureswegarding the natiye language. Third, the. teacher's attitude
toward the nktive language and culture is Ste single most potent
factor influencing the linguistic minority student's attitude toward
learninfi.

A recurring issue is whether the existence of non-English
guages and cultures should be encouraged. Federal legislation
on bilingual education. acknbwledges the existence of non-
English languages. it provides financial assistance for both main-
tenance and trapsitiott bilingual education programs. The spirit
of the legislation encourages -the study of non-English languages
and cultures inAholOblic schools, though it does not endorse any
language as the official language of the country.
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However, current bilingual-bicultural programs restilt from
pressures and concerns regarding the unequal education that
English-only school programs- provide for linguistic minority
students. Groups using bilingual education should not be con-
strued as wanting toseparate_from the general American society.
Present bilingual'-bicultural education should lead to greater par-.

' Ocipation by these groups in the general American ,society. As
. the groups progress in the development and use of Efiglish,-they

will be better able io participate in arenas Of society espe-
cially in the economic and polittEal. Bilingual-bicultural chil-

i dren's television and bilingual public documents are two indica-
tions of the increased 'social and political involvement of linguistic
ethnic minority groups.

Bilingualbicultural _education will continue to grow as more
communities assess thelocal needs of their linguistic minority
.popplations. Federal and state support of bilingual-bicultural pro--2
grams will increase or remain stable. Eventually, school districts
will not need state and federal support to the extent-they now.
do. As the programs mature and stabilize, they wikbe absorbed
into the local school curricula, especially as majority Troup
parents larn the benefili Ihe program can provide for their

4hildren. A problem faced by some federally bilingual projects7
inability to, absorb all majority students who would like to
enrollis positive because the programs have gained strong .

community support and will be successful 'so long as they -re-
spond to the concerns of their communities.

The societal benefit of bilingual-bicultural education is greater
titan- what, at first glance, 's apparent. As we enter the fourth ft
quarter of the twentieth c tury, we recognize the urgency of
cross-cultural understandin s.. Our society and' our globe. are
shrink hg in social distan requiring more human contact and
better communication. IrLF ture Shock, Toffler alerts us to the ,

immense diversity we fall as a global society. 'We should re-
member that the students we are now educating will live in the ./
twenty-first century. They will be confronted by an incomprehen-
sible amount of human diversity that will cross ethnic, linguistic,
and racial lines. Surely, ,bilingual-bicultural education will con-
tribute to better cross-cultural and human understandings in the
coming years' while it provides equal educational benefit to lin-
guistic minority students today.
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SOURCES Of INFORMATION ON
BIUNGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION

For information on federal programs, funding, and legislation,

contact:
Dr. )ohn Molina, Director
Bureau of Bilih@pal Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20201

For information on statt"4. programs, funding, and legislation,
contact the state department of education of your state.

For r1search and development on bilingual-bicultural education',
programs, contact:

Center for Appla Lingu
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington,VA 22209
ERIC Clearinghoup on Rural Education and Small Schools

New Mexico State University
P.O. Box 3 AP
Las Cruces, NM 88003

f or information V legal matters related to' bilingUal-bicultural
-education, contact:

Office of Civil Rights
glepartrnent of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201
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For scholarly and tileoretica information on bilingual- bicultural
education, read: ,

Fish Man, .). A. Language royaky in the United States. The
Hague, The Netherlands; Mojtpn and Co., 1966.

Engle, Patriaiiie. The Use of Vernacular Languages in Edu-
. cation. A 'rlington, Va.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975.

Paulstnn, Christina. Implications of Language Learning Thepry
for Language Planning: Concerns in Bilingual Education'.
Arlington, Va,: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1974.

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. 4 Bette, Chahce to Learn:'
qilingual-Bicultural Education. Washington, D.C.: U.S'. Gov-

. efnment Printing Office, May, 1975.

Ent references on bilingualismand language development:

Alatis, James E. Monrigraph Series on Language and Literature. Washing-
. ton, D.C. .: Georgetown University Press, 1970.
Barrera-Vasquez, A. The Tarascan Project. in Mgzico. Use of Vernacular

04;rges in Education Paris: Unesco, 1953; O. 77-86. .

kik "Social Class, "Linguistic Codes, 'and Grammatical Ele-
toents." Language fad Speech, April, 1965, pp. 221-41:

Darcy, Natalie T. "Bilingualism and the Measurement of Intelligence."
Journal of Ceneoc Psychology, June, 1963, pp. 259-82.

Fishmi. Joshua. "Sociolinguistic Perspective on the Study of Bilingual-
ism." LinguiiLks, May, 1968, pp. 21-49 , .

Garcia, Ricardo "Identification and Comparison 9f Oral English Syn-
tactic Patterns of Spanish-English Speaking. Adolescent Hispanos."
Doctoral dissertation, University of benver, 1973,pp, 86-100.

Jensen, J. V. "Effects of Childhood Bilingualism II." Elementaq-English,
January, 1962, pp. 132-43. '

Kolers, Paul A. "Reading and Talking Bilingually." American Journal of
Psychology, March, 1966, pp.. 57-76. -

-Lambert, Wallace; 1-eavelka, J.; and Gardner, R. C. "'Linguistic Manifesta-
tions of Bilingualism." American foufnal of Psychology, January 4959,t,
tip,72-82.

Lambert, Wallace; Just, M. and Segalowitz, N. "Some.Cognitive Conse-
quences of Following the Curricula of the Early School Gracjes in a
For,eign Language." Monograph_ Series op Language and Linguistics,
edited by James Alatis. Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University .

Press, 1970, pp. 259-67.
Macnamara, John. Bilingual's Primary Education. Edinburgh: Uni-

versity df Edinburgh Press 966, hapter 6.
"Readi g.in Second Language." Improving Reading

Throug he World, edit by Marion Jen kinson. Newark, N.J.:
Interniaional ading As 'ation, 1988, chapter 5
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Manila rtment of Education. The Relative. Effectiveness of the Ver-
n . nd of English as Media of Instruction Manila: Bureau of Pub-

s, 1953, chapter 14.
P th and Lambert, Wallace. The Relation of Bilingualism to

Intelligence. Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association,
1962, p. 27.

Mbar A. A Corripar4tive Study of Seleck'd Syntactical Structures of
the Oral Language Status in Spanish and English of DisZvantaged
First-Grade Spanish-Speaking Children, Austin, T,sxas University of.
Texas Press, 1967,

Saer, D. J. "The Effects of Bili ualism on Intelligence." British Journal
of Psycholop, Aprikhrly, 19 pp. 25-38.

Weinreich, Uriel. Languages in ontaet New York. Linguistic Circle 9f
New York, 1953.

Fot information and materials on bilingual-bicultural education:

Asian American Studies Center,
Box 24A43

"LosAfigeles, CA 941134
'Bay Area Bilingual Education League (BABEL)

,Berkeley Unified School District
14,14 Walnut St.
.8erletley, CA 94709 ,

Bilingual Education Services.;
P.O. Box 669

,.1508 Oxley St. .
South Pasadena, CA 91030

Councit*on Interracial Books for Children
1841 Broadway
New fork, NY-10023
Dissemination Centel for Bilingdal-tlicultural Education
6504 Tracor Lane
Austin, TX 78721'

Early Childhood Bilingual Educapon
Ferkauf Graduat# School of Hurhanities and Social Sciences

Yeshiva University ,

55 fifth Ave
New York, ftY 10003_

,
Indian Historical Society
14511sonic Ave.
San Francisco, CA 9411)
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International Center for Research on Bilingualism
Cite Universitaire
Quebes10, P. Q., Canadi

Johnson Publishing Company
820 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605

Materiales en Marcha
295eNational Ave.
San Diego, CA 92.113

Puerto Rican Research and Resource Center
1529 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, D.C, 20036

South4testern Cooperative Educational Laboratory
17 Richmond Dr.; N.E.
Albuquerquet, NM 87106,

Spanish Curricula Development Center
Dade County Public Schools.:
1420 Washington Ave.
Miami Beach, FL 33339
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